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Introduction

This text proposal was originally presented as part of TSGR1#8(99)g52.

Following discussion on the email reflector, this paper contains a more concise version of just the text from
TSGR1#8(99)g52 which related to the uplink power control for the PCPCH.

The proposal is to create a new sub-section for PCPCH uplink power control, in a similar way to the current
sections for the PRACH and DPCCH/DPDCH.

After the preambles, the CPCH uses channels analagous to the DPCCH and DPDCH. Much of the text in the
proposed new section is therefore the same as for the DPCCH/DPDCH.
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5.1.2.4.2 Signalled gain factors

When the gain factors βc and βd are signalled by higher layers for a certain TFC, the signalled values are used
directly for weighting of DPCCH and DPDCH(s).

5.1.2.4.3 Computed gain factors

The gain factors βc and βd may also be computed for certain TFCs, based on the signalled settings for a
reference TFC.

Let βc,ref and βd,ref  denote the signalled gain factors for the reference TFC. Further, let βc,j and βd,j denote the
gain factors used for the TFC in the j:th radio frame.

Define the variable

∑ ⋅=
i

iiref NRMK ,

where RMi is the semi-static rate matching attribute for transport channel i (defined in TS 25.212 section
4.2.7), Ni is the number of bits output from the radio frame segmentation block for transport channel i (defined
in TS 25.212 section 4.2.6.1), and the sum is taken over all the transport channels i in the reference TFC.

Similarly, define the variable

∑ ⋅=
i

iij NRMK ,

where the sum is taken over all the transport channels i in the TFC used in the j:th frame.

The variable Aj is then computed as:
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The gain factors for the TFC in the j:th radio frame are then computed as follows:

If Aj > 1, then 0.1, =jdβ  and  jjc A/1, =β , where  •  means rounding to closest lower quantized

β−value.

If Aj ≤ 1, then  jjd A=,β  and 0.1, =jcβ , where  •  means rounding to closest higher quantized

β-value.

The quantized β-values is defined in TS 25.213 section 4.2.1, table 1.

5.1.3 PCPCH

This section describes the power control procedures for the PCPCH. The CPCH access procedure is described in
section 6.2.

5.1.3.1 Power control in the message part

The uplink inner-loop power control adjusts the UE transmit power in order to keep the received uplink signal-
to-interference ratio (SIR) at a given SIR target, SIRtarget, which is set by the higher layer outer loop.

The network should estimate the signal-to-interference ratio SIRest of the received PCPCH . The network then
generates TPC commands and transmits the commands once per slot according to the following rule: if SIRest >
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SIRtarget then the TPC command to transmit is “0”, while if SIRest < SIRtarget then the TPC command to transmit
is “1”.

The UE derives a TPC command, TPC_cmd, for each slot. Two algorithms shall be supported by the UE for
deriving a TPC_cmd, as described in subclauses 5.1.2.2.2.1 and 5.1.2.2.3.1. Which of these two algorithms is
used is a higher-layer parameter under the control of the UTRAN.

The step size ∆TPC is a higher-layer  parameter under the control of the UTRAN, that can have the values 1 dB
or 2 dB.

After deriving the TPC command TPC_cmd using one of the two supported algorithms, the UE  shall adjust the
transmit power of the uplink PCPCH with a step of ∆TPC dB according to the TPC command. If TPC_cmd
equals 1 then the transmit power of the uplink PCPCH shall be increased by ∆TPC dB. If TPC_cmd equals -1
then the transmit power of the uplink PCPCH shall be decreased by ∆TPC dB. If TPC_cmd equals 0 then the
transmit power of the uplink PCPCH shall be unchanged.

Any power increase or decrease shall take place immediately before the start of the pilot field on the PCPCH
control channel.

5.2 Downlink power control
The transmit power of the downlink channels is determined by the network. In general the ratio of the transmit
power between different downlink channels is not specified and may change with time.

5.2.1 DPCCH/DPDCH

5.2.1.1 General

The downlink transmit power control procedure controls simultaneously the power of a DPCCH and its
corresponding DPDCHs. The power control loop adjusts the power of the DPCCH and DPDCHs with the same
amount, i.e. the relative power difference between the DPCCH and DPDCHs is not changed.

 The relative transmit power offset between DPCCH fields and DPDCHs is determined by the network The
TFCI, TPC and pilot fields of the DPCCH are offset relative to the DPDCHs power by PO1, PO2 and PO3 dB
respectively. The power offsets may vary in time.

5.2.1.2 Ordinary transmit power control

The downlink inner-loop power control adjusts the network transmit power in order to keep the received
downlink SIR at a given SIR target, SIRtarget. A higher layer outer loop adjusts SIRtarget independently for each
connection.

The UE should estimate the received downlink DPCCH/DPDCH power of the connection to be power
controlled. Simultaneously, the UE should estimate the received interference. The obtained SIR estimate SIRest

is then used by the UE to generate TPC commands according to the following rule: if SIRest > SIRtarget then the
TPC command to transmit is “0”, requesting a transmit power decrease, while if SIRest < SIRtarget then the TPC
command to transmit is “1”, requesting a transmit power increase.

When the UE is not in soft handover the  TPC command generated is transmitted in the first available TPC
field in the uplink DPCCH.

When the UE is in soft handover it should check the downlink power control mode (DPC_MODE) before
generating the TPC command

- if DPC_MODE = 0 : the UE sends a unique TPC command in each slot and the TPC command
generated is transmitted in the first available TPC field in the uplink DPCCH
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- if DPC_MODE = 1 : the UE repeats the same TPC command over 3 slots and the new TPC command is
transmitted such that there is a new command at the beginning of the frame.

The DPC_MODE parameter is a UE specific parameter controlled by the UTRAN.


